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My MasterpieceÃ¢â€žÂ¢ brings you 50 delightful illustrations to whisk you away from the world of

busyness and stress and take you to that restful place where you can relax, unwind and have some

fun.  We provide the creative framework and you provide the artistic imagination, using your favorite

coloring implements and colors to create your own Ã¢â‚¬Å“MasterpieceÃ¢â‚¬Â•.   Each illustration

is on its own page so you wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t experience bleed-through with colored pencils or gel pens.

If you use markers, it is recommended that you place an additional piece of paper behind the

illustration you are working on to help protect the next illustration.   We hope you enjoy coloring

these wonderful illustrations and creating your very own Ã¢â‚¬Å“My MasterpieceÃ¢â‚¬Â•.
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My Masterpiece Adult Coloring Books offers coloring books for grown-ups in a variety of different

styles and topics. Create your own masterpiece while you relieve stress, unwind, and have some

fun!

Great, intricate designs and lots of pages to choose from. However, you will not be able to use

markers with this book. Only ink pens or colored pencils. I tried several different types of markers

and they all bled across the lines of the designs, preventing a clean finished look. I prefer to use

markers for coloring Mandalas, as I think it gives it a more solid, clean look, but I was very



disappointed to discover that I cannot use them with this book. You might be able to use markers for

the thicker-lined designs, but definitely not for any of the others. I feel that this should be posted

within the item description, to warn buyers ahead of time. I included a photo.

I was very impressed with the quality of this Mood Enhancing Mandalas Coloring Book. I ordered 2

one for myself and one for my mother to gift for Christmas. She loved hers as well. We've both

recently gotten back into coloring as I now have a 4 year old daughter and it's something we can

both do together with her as she's learning to color in her own coloring books. She feels like we are

spending quality time together and we are all relaxing doing something amazing.I was drawn to this

book because of the Beautiful Mandala on the cover and I wasn't disappointed by the contents. I

have a video to go along with this review and I will show you some of the pages but to protect the

book maker I won't show them all (there needs to be some surprise, lol). I've used colored pencils

as well as gel pens in this book and both work well so far. The pages are printed on nice high quality

bright white paper. If I counted correctly there are 50 different pieces of art in this book for coloring.

And a wide variety of patterns. It was well worth the money I spent on it and I feel it was much better

quality that the books I've seen locally in stores for sale for $3-5 more than this one was selling for.I

also love that My Masterpiece Coloring invites us to post our finished pages to their website.I highly

recommend and love this product.*I paid full price for 2 of these books and am using one for

personal use and gifted the other. My review is based on my use of the product.

Designs weren't as great as I expected but it is a range of mandala options. Most will have to be

done with colored pencil as the details are too tight for ultra fine tip gel pens. If you like to color each

section the same color it wouldn't matter but if you are interested in doing more intricate designs,

these are good just done too tightly to color with the mediums I like (ultra fine sharpies, gel pens and

colored pencils). I prefer coloring books where I can color each piece differently. This one has some

that are like that but not many.

Lots of very nice designs in this book. Some intricate, some not. But if you use certain gel pens or

markers they will bleed through the page. Fortunately there are one or two blank pages at the back

of the book that can be torn out and used as a blotter. The pages are not perforated, but that really

didn't bother me.

I think this is a nice book. It is not elaborate in any way yet it has a great variety in design and



intricacy. Many 'mandala' books have repetative patterns and style, which seems to be one big

book of the same thing on every page. This book does not contain the same type of design

throughout; different line thickness, different styles and degrees of detail make this book interesting

and unique. It also is a great value for around $5.

I love, love, love these coloring pages. I just wish they were perforated to make them easier to

remove. The book is thick, and the pages are very substantial, but in order to be able to color the

entire image, I need to remove them, and I end up with a very raggedy edge. But the images are so

beautiful and fun to color that I hated to deduct a star for that...

I love this coloring book for the price it's definitely well worth it.The designs are amazing and you

have a range of different detail.some picture's are more detailed and other's are simple.Some

picture's also include tinier lines and others have thicker lines.The paper is a nice texture which

make the colors come off more vibrant especially if you are using crayons.The paper is also thick

enough to if you were using gel pens it wouldn't bleed through.

my only complaint is that the pages are not perforated, so you need to tear them out slowly or cut

them. the designs are really nice and most of them are quite detailed. paper is sturdy. so what to do

with 50 beautiful designs when you finish ? I lamented some and used them for the cats' placemats

******* laminated some cut them decorated with foil stars glitter crystals and taped them onto my

god-daughters school folders ( don't think they will get lost in the crowd ! ) and finally used them to

wrap gifts when I ran out of paper. A small metallic bow curly ribbon, whatever !! Enjoy Verified
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